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ABOUT DARWIN
DARWIN SATCOM LAB
At Darwin, we explore ways to combine terrestrial and
satellite communications, with the goal of ubiquitous
communications across the world. We use connected
and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) to demonstrate
what we’ve achieved.

Launched in 2020 in
collaboration with O2, the Darwin
SatCom Lab is the first space in
the UK designed for testing
driverless car technology.
We have two on-site connected
and autonomous vehicles (CAVs)
that can be controlled remotely.
We use these to test and refine
our carbon tracking technology,
our ability to switch seamlessly
between 5G and satellite
communications, and more.
This opens up new possibilities
for CAVs, which need to receive,
process and interpret large
quantities of real-time
information. As 5G isn’t yet
available everywhere, this makes
autonomous vehicles more
feasible in rural areas.

DARWIN’S MISSION
We work on communications and connectivity to open
up new potential for existing technologies, such as
drones and autonomous vehicles. Through research
and development, Darwin aims to bring new
opportunities to rural areas. We want to see how local
communities thrive by using our services as a
platform for even bigger and better things.

The lab’s combination of
hardware, software and physical
space means that any interested
organisation can test and refine
CAV and communications
technology on a practical level.

DARWIN’S DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
DARWIN DRONE LAB
Darwin’s Drone Lab includes a
drone corridor running between
the Darwin SatCom Lab and the
European Space Agency’s
European Centre for Space
Applications and
Telecommunications.

AUTONOMOUS SHUTTLE
With the support of ESA, UKSA
and Aviva, Darwin has registered
a passenger shuttle for use in
autonomous vehicle trials. These
trials will be conducted at Harwell
Science and Innovation Campus.

This corridor is a flight path that
allows us to operate our drones
safely and legally, without
disrupting other air traffic.
The controlled space of the
Drone Lab allows us to test both
our drones and our pilots,
meaning that we can
demonstrate our flight record to
the Civil Aviation Authority in an
operational safety case.
There are countless drone
applications, but safety needs to
come before anything else.
Because of this, it’s essential to
have spaces in which drones can
be tested thoroughly before
they’re deployed in a wider
setting.

The shuttle was created by
Navya and is fully autonomous:
Level 4 autonomy, according to
SAE’s levels of automated
driving. It does not have a
steering wheel or mirrors,
although it does have safety
controls.
With the information gathered
from trials of the Darwin
Autonomous Shuttle, Aviva
intends to create a
comprehensive insurance
package for autonomous
vehicles.
As autonomous vehicles will
need to be insured before they
can take to UK roads, this
collaboration will help to move
forward the adoption of CAVs in
the UK.

With Darwin’s technology, CAVs can switch
seamlessly between satellite & 5G communications,
allowing our control centres to track them no matter
where they are. With this tracking technology we can
keep the vehicles on schedule, find the most efficient
route and respond quickly to unanticipated events.
The Darwin SatCom Lab in Harwell means our ideas
aren’t just ideas; we have the facilities to test them
and make sure they work.
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Darwin Satcom Lab Launched, 2020
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